Different types of rectification at electrical synapses made by a single crayfish neurone investigated experimentally and by computer simulation.
The rectification properties of electrical synapses made by the segmental giant (SG) neurone of crayfish (Pacifastacus leniusculus) were investigated. The SG acts as an interneurone, transmitting information from the giant command fibres (GFs) to the abdominal fast flexor (FF) motoneurones. The GF-SG (input) synapses are inwardly-rectifying electrical synapses, while the SG-FF (output) synapses are outwardly rectifying electrical synapses. This implies that a single neurone can make gap junction hemichannels with different rectification properties. The coupling coefficient of these synapses is dependent upon transjunctional potential. There is a standing gradient in resting potential between the GFs, SG and FFs, with the GFs the most hyperpolarized, and the FFs the most depolarized. The gradient thus biases each synapse into the low-conductance state under resting conditions. There is functional double rectification between the bilateral pairs of SGs within a single segment, such that depolarizing membrane potential changes of either SG pass to the other SG with less attenuation than do hyperpolarizing potential changes. Computer simulation suggests that this may result from coupling through the intermediary FF neurones.